
Thank you very much for purchase this small QRP 
Ultralight Magnetic Loop Antenna ver.2.0

How to first install this antenna from package:
1. carefully take out the antenna from the package

2. remove the grey plastic cover from the plastic holder on top of antenna

3. cut all the white fixing tapes and erect the small loop vertically to its place

4. form the small loop to its correct shape of ring and hang it to a plastic holder

5. form the main loop to its correct shape of ring and hang it to a plastic holder

6. put the grey plastic cover on the plastic holder

7. connect both ends of the main loop to the capacitor tunning box

Important information!
• Never transmit in to the antenna before you don't listen the background   noise peak 

while tuning  , it may demage your transmitter!!! 
• In  the very quiet enviroment you will need  probably to turn on the RX  preamplifier or use 

portable wideband noise generator because of very low background noise.
• Use maximally 10W!!! with this antenna

How to use this antenna:
1. Set the frequency on your transceiver and tune antenna knob to the resonant frequency until 

you will listen the noise peak.
2. After you will listen the noise peak, start measure the SWR and carefuly tune antenna for the 

best value ( SWR 1:1.1 ).
3. Now you can transmitting. Some close metalic objects may disturb the SWR.  If so you have to 

place antenna more away from this object.

Tips:
• If you move from this frequency away you will need tune again ("How to use..."point 1-3).
• The elevation will improve efficiency of your magnetic loop antenna and increase your signal
• This antenna no need counterpoise.
• In case that you don't have the SWR meter (internal or external), make sure that is your 

antenna tuned to maximum background noise peak.
• Homepage:   http://www.sk-tech.sk/ultralight-mla-2.0.html

I wish you have fun with QRP and this antenna!  ;-)  73 from Paul  OM0ET

http://www.sk-tech.sk/ultralight-mla-2.0.html

